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1. Getting a stratigraphic graph

Go to data 
sheet 

exemple 1

Recorded 
relations list

« sous » = before
« synchrone 

avec » = certain 
synchronism

Click to choose 
this data sheet 

to be processed

1.1. data
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Activate Excel 
Macros

Units list
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Relations displaying :

The process creates  
a sheet « graphe », 
and a sheet « US 

traitées » (processed 
units) which contains 
the coordinates of the 

units on the graph

After processing, on the 
data sheet, in grey : 

redundant (deductible) 
relations (not drawn on the 

graph)

1.2. processing : first simple graph



1.3. some informations about the process and the algorithme
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Stratigraphic distance : number of stratigraphic steps between two units ;  
(distance(A, B) = 0 : no relationship between A and B 
distance(A, B) = 1 : non redundant (non deductible) relation)

Every unit has a stratigraphic distance to oldest (between this unit and the beginning of the sequence), 
and a stratigraphic distance to most recent (between this unit and the end of the sequence).
These distances define the stratigraphic rank and the height of the unit in the diagram.



2. detection of recording logical faults
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US to be 
checked

Relations to 
be checked

circuits
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3. uncertain relations 

3.1 synchronic uncertain relations
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1?

process : units in 
certain 
synchronism are 
merged

process : uncertain 
synchronism marked by 
a negative value in 
adjacency matrix ; units 
are not merged

elimination of 
redundant 
relations
(if 7 = 8 and 6 > 7,
 6 > 8 is 
redundant)

Sign of uncertain 
synchronism ; relations 
of each unit are 
preserved on the 
diagram

Certain 
synchronism

Uncertain 
synchronism
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3.2. order uncertain relations

certain relations redundant only 
to the uncertain one, but not to 
others certain relations ;  so 
they are preserved on the 
diagram

Uncertain order relation
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4. phasing

A phase or a fork of two phases (earliest, latest) may be assigned  
to a unit ; according to the stratigraphic relations, the process 
deduces the forks of phases of the non phased units
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5. displaying characteristics of units 

Color keys and captions may be entered to display differently the unit
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6. from stratigraphic time to quantified time : TPQ-TAQ processing 

6.1. principles
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ajusting TPQ-TAQ interval for each unit by means of stratigraphic relations)

TPQ(unit 2) ≤ date (unit 2) < date (unit 1) <... dates (other stratigraphically later units)
TAQ(unit 1) ≥ date (unit 1) > date (unit 2) >... dates (other stratigraphically prior units)
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6. from stratigraphic time to quantified time : TPQ-TAQ processing 
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7. processing data from databases 

7.1. import data sheet
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7.2. format of import files
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